The contribution of interocular orientation differences to depth perception, at either the neuronal or the psychophysical level, is unclear. To understand the responses of binocular neurons to orientation disparity, we extended the energy model of Ohzawa et al. (1990) to incorporate binocular differences in receptive-field orientation. The responses of the model to grating stimuli with interocular orientation differences were examined, along with the responses to random dot stereograms (RDS) depicting slanted surfaces. The responses to combinations of stimulus orientations in the two eyes were left-right separable, which means there was no consistent response to the binocular orientation difference. All existing neuronal data concerning orientation disparity can be well described by this type of model (even a version with no disparity selectivity). The disparity sensitive model is nonetheless sensitive to changes in RDS slant, although it requires narrow orientation bandwidth to produce substantial modulation. The disparity-insensitive model shows no selectivity to slant in this stimulus. Several modifications to the model were attempted to improve its selectivity for orientation disparity and0or slant. A model built by summing several disparity-sensitive models showed left-right inseparable responses, responding maximally to a consistent orientation difference. Despite this property, the selectivity for slant in RDS stimuli was no better than the simple disparity-selective model. The range of models evaluated here demonstrate that interocular orientation differences are neither necessary nor sufficient for signaling slant. In contrast, within the framework of the energy model, positional disparity sensitivity appears to be both necessary and sufficient.
Introduction
When a surface slanted in depth is viewed binocularly, the retinal images of lines on the surface have different orientations in the two eyes. Wheatstone (1838) demonstrated that humans may perceive a line slanted in depth when they are presented with two lines of different orientations in the two eyes. A simple illustration of this is provided in Fig. 1 . A table is viewed from above, such that the left eye is aligned with the left edge of the tabletop. The image of that edge on the left retina will therefore be oriented vertically. Due to the separation of the two eyes, the right eye will not be aligned with the left edge of the table. Thus, the image on the right retina will be tilted away from vertical by an angle u: this is the orientation disparity of that edge.
One way to calculate slant is by comparing the positional disparities of two or more points along the lines-thereby calculating the gradient of disparity with respect to position in the image. An alternative measure of slant could be derived from the orientation difference between the lines in the two eyes (as described in Fig. 1 ). In this scheme the orientation of monocular features is identified separately from their position, so that the calculation of slant from orientation disparities could be independent of positional disparity (Howard & Rogers, 1995) . This requires only a single binocular calculation.
The geometry of stereo vision guarantees that these two methods yield the same estimate of surface slant, but they represent very different brain mechanisms. If cortical neurons were able to signal monocular stimulus orientation and monocular stimulus position independently, then it would be possible to construct binocular signals related to surface slant from measures of interocular orientation differences (orientation disparities). Blakemore et al. (1972) found a population of neurons in area 17 of the cat that responded maximally when bars of different orientations were presented to the two eyes. It is possible that some of these neurons may be distinct from the population of neurons that can detect positional differences between the two retinal images (Barlow et al., 1967; Nikara et al., 1968) .
Several psychophysical studies have investigated the possibility that orientation disparities are used in the perception of slant (Mitchison & McKee, 1990; Cagenello & Rogers, 1993) . While Mitchison & McKee (1990) concluded that orientation disparities were not used, Cagenello and Rogers (1993) suggested that, based on the anisotropy in perceiving surfaces slanted about a horizontal or a vertical axis, orientation disparities were used for perceiving slant. Moreover, they claim that the neurons described by Blakemore et al. (1972) and Nelson et al. (1977) could be used for extracting the orientation differences. However, we demonstrate here that simply having different preferred orientations in the two eyes is not a sufficient mechanism for signaling orientation disparity.
For a neuron to encode orientation disparities explicitly, it must produce a response that cannot be separated into independent components from the left and right eye monocular responses. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which compares the responses of two hypothetical neurons. When the response is simply the sum of independent contributions from the two eyes (the response is left-right separable), the binocular response to orientation disparities can be predicted from the monocular tuning curves. The orientation disparity that produces the strongest response depends only upon the monocular stimulus orientation and the neuron does not respond consistently to any single interocular orientation difference. Indeed this simple sum contains no information at all about the relationship between left and right images, so responses of this form are clearly of limited value for slant detection. Nonetheless, all of the existing physiological data in area 17 (Blakemore et al., 1972; Nelson et al., 1977) and area 21a (Wieniawa-Narkiewicz et al., 1992) are compatible with such a simple interaction. These studies held the stimulus orientation constant in one eye while varying the orientation in the other eye, which is equivalent to taking a horizontal or vertical cross section of the surface shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2B shows a hypothetical binocular interaction that explicitly encodes the difference in orientation between the two eyes, which may therefore be useful for encoding slant. This is a left-right inseparable interaction-it cannot be produced by summing or multiplying separate monocular functions. Since existing physiological data (single cross sections through the surface) do not distinguish between separable and inseparable interactions of left and right stimulus orientations, the role of single neurons in slant detection remains unclear.
It is reasonably straightforward to envisage how a left-right inseparable response could be obtained if monocular processing yields independent signals related to position and orientationmonocular signals related exclusively to orientation need simply be combined with a nonlinearity that reinforces similarity. However, the widely accepted quantitative models of early cortical processing do not encode position and orientation independently because they start with a linear convolution of the image with a receptive-field (RF) profile. A large body of evidence supports this description (Movshon et al., 1978a,b; Spitzer & Hochstein, 1985a,b; Ohzawa & Freeman, 1986a,b; Jones & Palmer, 1987) . This approach has also been very successful in describing binocular responses in disparity-selective cells with the energy model (Ohzawa et al., 1990; Cumming & DeAngelis, 2001 ). In such a linear convolution, all the different stimulus parameters, such as position, orientation, and spatial frequency, are encoded simultaneously. Changing any of these parameters will affect the neuronal response rate. Thus, after binocular combination of the two eyes' images, this model is always sensitive to both positional and orientation disparities.
Existing physiological data have demonstrated that some neurons have different preferred orientations in the two eyes, and some of these neurons are also disparity selective (Nelson et al., 1977) . A substantial body of evidence suggests that the energy Fig. 1 . When an object such as this table is viewed, the lateral separation of the two eyes means that orientation disparities will arise on the two retinae. In the case illustrated here, the left eye is aligned with the left edge of the table. The image of this edge on the left retina will therefore be a vertical line. However, the right eye will not be aligned with this edge, so the image on the right retina will tilted away from vertical by an angle u, as shown above. The difference between the orientation of the two images of this table edge is therefore u, and this is known as the orientation disparity.
Fig. 2.
An illustration of the difference between separable and inseparable responses to interocular orientation differences (orientation disparities). The luminance of the plot represents the response rate: white areas are the high firing rates and dark areas low firing rates. Diagonal lines at 45 deg represent constant orientation disparities. A shows a response that it is possible to predict from the two monocular orientation tuning curves. In this case, the preferred orientation disparity changes as the monocular orientations are changed. In contrast, the preferred orientation disparity in B remains constant as the monocular orientations are changed. This response cannot be trivially explained by the left and right monocular tuning curves-it is left-right inseparable.
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H. Bridge, B.G. Cumming, and A.J. Parker model provides a good account of the mechanism of disparity selectivity in V1 neurons (Cumming & DeAngelis, 2001 ). Although both orientation disparities and position disparities should influence the output from an energy model, no previous study has examined how these factors interact, or how the orientation difference may contribute to slant detection. The primary objective of this paper was therefore to implement a version of the binocular energy model with two-dimensional receptive fields, in order to examine its responses to orientation and positional disparities, and to explore the possible role such signals might play in encoding the slant of stimuli that contain a broad range of orientations (such as RDS). We also explore modifications of the model that attempt to represent surface slant more explicitly than the original energy model.
The modelling in this paper shows that the current data on orientation differences do not establish selectivity for orientation disparity. Furthermore, we determine what kind of neurophysiological data must be collected to test adequately the existence of an orientation-disparity mechanism. We have recently applied this method to neurons in V1 of the awake monkey (Bridge & Cumming, 2001 ). These were all compatible with the results derived from the energy model here-there was no evidence of specialization for detecting orientation disparities. This suggests that any slant selectivity found in extrastriate cortex (e.g. Janssen et al., 1999; Sakata et al., 1999 ) must exploit gradients of positional disparity, not orientation differences. This may be achieved in a simple fashion by summing over neurons with different positional disparity tuning and spatially offset receptive fields.
Methods
All simulations were run in Matlab 5 (MathWorks) on either a Pentium PC running Linux or a Silicon Graphics Octane.
Making binocular simple cells
Two-dimensional receptive fields were generated by multiplying a sinusoidal function of a given spatial frequency~f !, orientation (u), and phase (v), by a two-dimensional Gaussian envelope.
The equation for a monocular simple cell receptive field M~x, y! is given by
where
and
where a 1 and a 2 are the positional offsets of the receptive fields from (0,0) and s x , s y are the standard deviations of the Gaussian envelope.
Since the left and right subunits~M l and M r ! are generated separately, interocular differences in receptive-field structure can be produced. Given that the objective of this study was to understand physiological data, we chose stimulus dimensions and pixelation that were similar to those used in many physiological studies. In this scaling, each pixel was deemed to subtend 0.05 deg. All stimulus and RF properties were then described in units of visual angle.
The inner product of each receptive-field subunit and the visual stimulus (either sine-wave grating or RDS) was calculated. To simulate the phase invariant part of the response to gratings, this was repeated for gratings of six different phases~v ϭ 0, p06, p03, p02, 2p03, 5p06!. The responses of the model to all six phases were then summed. For all simulations, the spatial frequency of the stimulus was matched to that of the receptive field (1 cycle0deg). To create the RDS, a random number generator was used to determine the x and y positions of 400 dots, each subtending 0.1 deg of visual angle. Disparity and0or disparity gradient was added in opposite directions to the dots in the left and right eye stimuli. 5000 different RDS patterns were presented to the cells and the responses to each pattern were summed.
If the kth stimulus pair presented to the left and right eyes is I k L~x , y! and I k R~x , y!, then the responses of the monocular subunits to this binocular stimulus are given by
The monocular responses are summed and the result is halfwave rectified and squared to produce the response of a binocular simple cell, S k .
where w L and w R are the weighting factors for the left and right eye receptive fields, respectively. Pos [v] is a half-wave rectifying function as defined by Ohzawa et al. (1997) .
A disparity-sensitive energy model
The disparity-sensitive energy model is produced by simply summing the output of the four half-wave rectified and squared binocular simple cells as shown in Fig. 3 . The four simple cells consist of two quadrature pairs that all have the same interocular phase difference, zero in the case of Fig. 3 . The result of summing over four different phases is a cell insensitive to phase, but sensitive to interocular phase differences, or equivalently binocular disparity. This complex cell follows the formulation implemented by Ohzawa et al. (1990) , but uses two-dimensional receptive fields. The equations describing the complex cell response to sine-wave gratings and RDSs are shown below.
For m ϭ 1:6 gratings where m takes the values 0, p06, p03, p02, 2p03, 5p06:
where S m 90 and S m 180 form one quadrature pair, and S m 270 and S m 360 form the complementary quadrature pair.
Model V1 responses to orientation disparity
For k ϭ 1:5000 random dot pairs:
where S k 90 and S k 180 form one quadrature pair, and S k 270 and S k 360 form the complementary quadrature pair.
We then tested the model with sinusoidal gratings of different orientations in the two eyes. Each monocular receptive field received one of 37 orientations spanning 180 deg in intervals of 5 deg, and the binocular receptive field was explored with all combinations of orientations in the left and right eyes.
To investigate sensitivity to positional disparity and slant, RDS stimuli were presented at 21 different disparities, in the range 6 one spatial period of the receptive field, in steps of one-tenth of a period. In each case, the positional disparity was added symmetrically to the left and right eye stimuli. Each of these positional disparities were paired with 21 different disparity gradients. The disparity gradients covered the equivalent of differences of orientation of 653 deg, which is large compared to those produced by real-world stimuli [Bishop (1978) suggests the largest orientation disparity typically experienced by cats is 20 deg, greater than the values for primates discussed later].
A disparity-insensitive model
One important objective of this study was to understand ways in which it might be possible to encode orientation disparities independently of positional disparities. This requires construction of a model binocular complex cell that is insensitive to positional disparity. Ohzawa and Freeman (1986a) proposed one way in which this might be achieved, and this is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Each of the eight monocular subunit responses described in eqns. (2) and (3) were half-wave rectified prior to binocular combination. Because there is no nonlinearity after binocular summation, the mechanism responsible for disparity selectivity in the energy model is not present and the model does not have a multiplicative binocular interaction. This model will be referred to as the disparityinsensitive model.
Results

Responses of the energy model to orientation disparities and slant
The disparity-sensitive energy model is selective for monocular orientation in each eye, but has no specific mechanism for detecting orientation disparities. It is selective for interocular differences in both position and phase. Fig. 5 shows the responses of two model cells tuned to zero positional disparity, one with the same preferred orientation in each eye (A), and one with an orientation difference of 30 deg (B). In both cases, the maximum response occurs when each eye receives its preferred orientation. Fig. 5C is the tuning to positional disparity for the model in A, illustrating the sensitivity to interocular differences in position. The model with an orientation difference has a similar tuning for positional disparity, but it has less modulation of its response. An important difference between models A and B and those discussed in Fig. 2 lies in the type of separability. In Fig. 2A , a purely additive interaction was considered. In the energy model, the expansion of eqn. (6) also produces terms that involve multiplying the results of the convolutions in each eye. Thus there is both an additive and a multiplicative interaction, both of which are right-left separable. The effect of this is to reduce the relative magnitude of the purely monocular responses (reflected in the brightness of the horizontal and vertical bands).
The response of the disparity-insensitive model (with no multiplicative interaction) to orientation differences is shown in D, while E confirms the lack of tuning for binocular positional disparity in this model. Note that the response to orientation Ohzawa et al. (1990) is shown in A. The complex cell is constructed from the sum of four binocular simple cell subunits of different phases, but the same interocular phase difference. B shows how the model can be extended to incorporate interocular orientation differences. There is a 30-deg orientation difference between the preferred orientation in the two eyes. Fig. 3 can be modified to produce a disparity insensitive model (Ohzawa & Freeman, 1986a) . The monocular subunits are halfwave rectified and then summed. It is the absence of any nonlinearity following binocular summation that ensures there is no disparity selectivity.
Fig. 4. The disparity sensitive model shown in
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H. Bridge, B.G. Cumming, and A.J. Parker differences shown in the surface plot in D is very similar to that of the disparity-selective model (A). Thus, tuning for positional disparity is not required to obtain left-right separable tuning to orientation disparities. All of the model cells shown in Fig. 5 have a similar pattern of responses to gratings of different orientations in the two eyes. In all cases there is a left-right separable response pattern-the response is determined by the monocular orientations present, not by the binocular difference in orientation. In both A and D, the right eye stimulus that evokes the largest response is always the one that matches the right receptive-field orientation, regardless of the stimulus presented to the left eye. The model shown in D was constructed such that its response contains no information about the relationship between left and right images. Clearly the response of this model to orientation disparities does not contain useful information about slant.
The similar response profiles of the disparity-sensitive and disparity-insensitive models in Fig. 5 highlight the fact that no useful binocular information concerning orientation disparities is encoded by either model. To be sure that this result applies to neurons with different forms of selectivity for positional disparity, we investigated the responses of the models with a tuned inhibitory and an odd-symmetric disparity tuning profile. A tuned inhibitory model is produced if the interocular phase difference of the disparitysensitive energy model is shifted by p. Here the minimum response occurs when both eyes receive the same stimulus. As the stimulus orientation becomes dissimilar in the left and right eyes, the response increases (Fig. 6A) . For the same model, a tuning curve to positional disparity using an RDS as a stimulus is shown in B. Not surprisingly, the response is at a minimum when the stimuli in the two eyes are matched. The responses of an oddsymmetric model to orientation and positional disparities are shown in Figs. 6C and 6D, respectively, and are produced by a p02 shift in phase between the receptive fields of the two eyes. Although the tuning to positional disparity is different from that in Fig. 5C , the tuning to orientation differences is very similar. Note that changing the disparity preference of the receptive field as in Figs. 6A and 6C produces the same result as applying a disparity to the stimulus presented to a receptive field with zero disparity.
Thus, regardless of disparity tuning shape (or equivalently, stimulus disparity), the model cells above produce left-right separable responses to stimuli with different orientations in the two eyes. As noted in the Introduction, all previous physiological studies ( Blakemore et al., 1972; Nelson et al., 1977) have pro- Fig. 3B ). The maximum response occurs when both eyes are receiving their monocular preferred orientation. In A, both eyes are tuned to 90 deg and the maximum response occurs when both eyes receive this orientation. In B, the maximum response occurs when the stimulus is 90 deg in the left eye and 60 deg in the right eye because these are the monocular preferred orientations. C shows the disparity tuning curve measured using a RDS for the model in A (and the model in B produces a similar result with slightly less modulation). The response of a model with linear summation as the only binocular interaction is shown in D. The lack of tuning for positional disparity using random dot stereograms is shown in E, where it can be seen that the tuning is completely flat. In spite of the differences in the positional disparity tuning in the two cases, the tuning to orientation disparities is remarkably similar. duced data compatible with this pattern. Yet this pattern is produced by both the disparity-sensitive and disparity-insensitive models. Thus, in principle the existing physiological data on responses to orientation disparities could be completely explained by a model that contains no information whatever about the relationship between the images in the left and right eyes. In both cases, these orientation disparity preferences arise from differences in preferred monocular orientation in the two eyes, not responses specific to the difference in orientation between the monocular images.
Simply because the model cells do not show left-right inseparable responses does not mean that they cannot signal surface slant. Disparity selectivity alone may result in different responses to surfaces of different slant. We therefore examined responses of the disparity-sensitive and disparity-insensitive models to RDSs of varying slant.
Responses to random dot stereograms containing slant information
Since the energy model has a left-right separable response and does not respond consistently to a particular orientation disparity, this might limit its ability to signal slant in RDS stimuli, in which a broad range of orientations is present. Monocular sensitivity to changes in orientation is an important factor here: rotating a random dot pattern by a few degrees will have a greater effect on the result of a monocular convolution for RFs with narrower orientation bandwidths. We therefore examined receptive fields that had an orientation bandwidth of 20 deg (half-width at halfheight), consistent with the average for data recorded from the macaque striate cortex (DeValois et al., 1982; Parker & Hawken, 1988; Vogels & Orban, 1991) . Using this value, the plot in Fig. 7A shows the good sensitivity of the model cell to disparity, but poor selectivity for disparity gradient (slant). Note that the axes have now changed to disparity and disparity gradient, rather than left and right orientation. Slant information is introduced into the RDS by changing the pattern of positional disparities across space to produce a gradient of disparities. This gradient of disparities also signals surface slant and provides an alternative to orientation disparity for the binocular encoding of this property of surfaces. Referring to Fig. 1 , a disparity gradient can be deduced here by calculating the positional disparity between the left and right images at each point along the table edge. The response to slant is almost flat across the values tested. The bandwidth of the tuning (half-width at half-height) to orientation disparity is 28 deg.
Greater sensitivity to slant can be achieved by reducing the orientation bandwidth (B), through elongation of the receptive field. The reduced orientation bandwidth is 10 deg, which matches that observed in the most selective cells in primate striate cortex [13% of neurons in the case of Parker & Hawken (1988) ]. The bandwidth of the tuning to orientation disparity is now 18 deg.
One way to compare the sensitivity of the models to positional and orientation disparities is to consider the values that occur in the real-world geometry. The size of the orientation disparities depends upon the angle of slant of the surface, the viewing distance, and the eye separation. The orientation disparity associated with a line on the ground, extending away from the observer, is zero when the line is directly beneath the observer's eyes and increases for 
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H. Bridge, B.G. Cumming, and A.J. Parker points further away. The maximum value of this floor-plane orientation disparity is 2.5 deg for a standing monkey (eye-height 80 cm, interocular separation 3.5 cm). For a human observer (eye-height 180 cm, interocular separation 6.0 cm), this value is similar (1.9 deg). Even this maximum orientation disparity is small compared with the orientation disparity bandwidth of the model. This suggests that this sensitivity to orientation disparity is of little value. In contrast, when a monkey looks at the horizon, the positional disparity of a point on the floor 2 m in front of the animal is approximately 0.9 deg (and for a human 1.3 deg), which is greater than the bandwidth of the same model for positional disparity. Although this comparison tries to exploit a natural viewing situation, there may of course be other situations where the relative magnitudes of orientation disparities and positional disparities are different. Rather than making a comparison that depends on a particular viewing situation, we sought to compare the two types of disparity based on the information that they deliver over the area of a receptive field. Fig. 7 shows that the sensitivity to change in disparity gradient depends upon the orientation bandwidth of the receptive field. Even for receptive fields with relatively narrow bandwidth (Fig. 7B) , the sensitivity to disparity gradient (in degrees per degree) is no finer than the sensitivity to changes in disparity (in degrees). However, these numbers are not simple to compare because the units are incommensurate. To compare neuronal sensitivity to disparity with sensitivity to disparity gradient, we considered the usefulness of the two mechanisms for discriminating slant. The discrimination performance delivered by orientation disparities is determined by the rate of change of activity (as a function of slant) of a neuron whose receptive field is centered on the axis of rotation. To use positional disparity to detect slant, the receptive field must be placed away from the axis of rotation. Clearly the further away the receptive field is placed, the more sensitive is the cell to changes in slant (because a given change in slant produces a larger change in disparity). We chose to place the receptive-field center one standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope vertically above the center of rotation as shown in Fig. 8 . This receptive field has substantial overlap with the centered receptive field that detects slant via orientation disparities. Thus, we are calculating performance based on disparities available within one receptive field. As these are model neurons, we assume that any noise is similar in both, so relative discrimination performance is determined only by the relative rates of change of activity as a function of slant. The simplest case to consider is a frontoparallel plane covering the RF of neurons tuned to zero positional disparity and zero orientation disparity. For the model shown in Fig. 7B , the slant sensitivity based on positional disparity is around 2.3 times greater than that based on orientation disparities. Interestingly, this ratio is not much influenced by the shape of the model RF. If the orientation bandwidth is made narrower by elongating the RF, this entails making the standard deviation (S. D.) of the Gaussian in the vertical dimension larger. Since this determines the location of the RF used to detect slant by the positional disparity mechanism, this manipulation improves the performance of both mechanisms. Alternatively, if the sinusoidal component of the Gabor is made smaller relative to the Gaussian envelope of the RF, this both narrows the orientation bandwidth and increases the rate of change of firing as a function of disparity. We examined the effects of halving the orientation bandwidth by these two methods, but in both cases relative sensitivity to slant of the two mechanisms Fig. 7 . The disparity-sensitive energy model is selective for disparity as illustrated by the narrow tuning in both A and B. However, the tuning for horizontal disparity gradient is very broad when the orientation bandwidth is set to the average for macaque striate cortex (20 deg) (A). When the orientation bandwidth is narrowed to 10 deg (B), the tuning to positional disparity remains almost the same, but the tuning to disparity gradient is improved. Fig. 8 . Comparing slant sensitivity from orientation disparity with that from positional disparity. The receptive field on the left side of the panel has no orientation disparity and is positioned such that its center is on the axis about which the slant is applied. The receptive field on the right is spatially offset by one standard deviation from the axis of rotation of the surface. Both receptive fields show their maximum response to a frontoparallel surface (shown with the solid lines), while the response to the non-frontoparallel slants (dotted lines) is lower. The relative sensitivity of these two mechanisms is measured by the rate at which activity drops off when the plane is slanted away from frontoparallel. changed by less than 3%. Thus, the relative sensitivity of the two mechanisms is not particularly affected by the choice of receptivefield structure. This relative sensitivity does depend on the location of the RF chosen for detecting positional disparity changes. The relative sensitivity of 2.3 occurs when this displacement is only one S.D. of the Gaussian envelope-substantially smaller that the RF width. This indicates that, using physiologically plausible comparisons, calculating the gradient of position disparity provides the most reliable method for the energy mode to detect slant.
The disparity-insensitive model described earlier does not show any consistent response to either disparity or disparity gradient in these plots (data not shown). This is not surprising given the lack of binocular interaction, but it is an important observation because in principle this model can account for all previous physiological data on orientation disparities (Blakemore et al., 1972; Nelson et al., 1977) .
In summary, the energy model with an interocular RF orientation difference responds maximally when stimuli of different orientations are presented to the two eyes. However, the preferred orientation disparity depends on the monocular orientation that each eye is receiving (Fig. 5) , and the response merely reflects left-right separability of the binocular response. Using RDS stimuli this model cell also shows sensitivity to slant, but this relies upon the model's selectivity for positional disparity-the model with RF orientation differences but no disparity selectivity was insensitive to changes in slant. In such models, orientation differences are not the basis for detecting slant any more than positional disparities. The sensitivity to slant depends upon the orientation bandwidth of the monocular subunits, but even using narrowly tuned subunits, the bandwidth of the tuning for orientation disparities is broad compared with those that occur in natural viewing situations. Furthermore, the same neurons yield more sensitive measures of slant if the gradient of responses to positional disparity is examined. Thus, simply adding binocular differences in RF orientation to the energy model does not provide a successful mechanism to exploit orientation disparities in the representation of surface slant. We therefore examined developments of the model that could produce left-right inseparable responses to stimuli containing orientation disparities.
Models with left-right inseparable responses
The disparity-sensitive energy model is selective for interocular phase differences, but insensitive for the absolute phase of the stimulus. It achieves this by summing over four subunits of different absolute phases in each eye, but the same interocular phase difference. A similar principle can be applied to produce a model neuron that is selective for orientation disparity, but insensitive to the absolute orientation in each eye. To produce such a model, we sum over a number of the disparity-sensitive energy models. In a particular case, illustrated in Fig. 9 , three complex cells have different absolute orientation preferences (Ϫ35 deg, 0 deg, and 35 deg) but the same interocular orientation difference. In this case, the orientation difference between the left and right eye subunits is 0 deg, and all three of the complex cells that feed into this cell have this same difference. The effect of modifying the energy model in this way is to produce a binocular response to orientation disparities that is left-right inseparable. Note that if neurons in V1 all behaved like the energy model, the responses shown in Fig. 9 could still be constructed in extrastriate cortex by appropriate pooling from V1 neurons.
The response of this model to orientation disparities is shown in Fig. 10 . When the orientation of the monocular subunits is matched in the two eyes, the maximum response is along the diagonal line through the middle of the plot, corresponding to both eyes receiving the same orientation. This diagonal line of maximal excitation is indicative of the left-right inseparability of the response as in Fig. 2B . Thus, the model responds to a constant orientation disparity (0 deg) over an extended range of absolute orientations. Adding an orientation difference to each binocular subunit moves this diagonal line across the plot, shown in Fig. 10B . The line of maximum response now represents an orientation difference of 35 deg.
This model responds consistently to the same orientation disparity as the orientation of the stimulus changes. Therefore this model should have sensitivity to the slant of an RDS surface, in which the binocular orientation disparities are similar at a range of difference absolute orientations. However, it is important to ap- Fig. 9 . A schematic diagram of a model cell designed to respond consistently to orientation disparities (a left-right inseparable response). Note that it is a linear sum of three complex cell models which have different preferred orientations, but the same orientation difference. In this sense, it is analogous to the complex cell model in Fig. 3 which sums over simple cells with different absolute phases, but the same interocular phase difference. In the case illustrated in this figure, the preferred orientation difference is 0 deg.
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H. Bridge, B.G. Cumming, and A.J. Parker preciate that the bandwidth of this model for changes in the slant of surfaces is no better than the individual bandwidths of its three component energy detectors. If each of the component detectors included noise, then there would be an improvement in the signalto-noise ratio from the pooling of three detectors, but this simply reflects pooling three noisy sources, and is not related to the mechanisms that produced the left-right inseparability. Indeed, the same improvement could be produced by pooling three identical subunits, so that the pooled response looked exactly like that in Fig. 5A . Hence the structure of the model in Fig. 9 does not lead to any improvement in sensitivity to slant over models that are left-right separable. The addition of three disparity-insensitive binocular subunits (each similar to that shown in Fig. 5D ) produced a model that shows left-right inseparability, but no sensitivity to surface slant. So this modelling exercise demonstrates clearly that even left-right inseparability does not guarantee selectivity for surface slant.
Left-right inseparability as a result of stimulus position
While the inseparable model described in the previous section requires the summation of three disparity-selective energy models to produce its response, the positional disparity sensitivity can be exploited to produce a similar response in a single energy model. How such a response is obtained is illustrated in Fig. 11 . The two boxes represent vertically oriented left and right receptive fields. In A, the right eye stimulus is rotated about the center of the receptive field, while the stimulus in the left eye is held constant. A similar situation occurs in B, except that now the right eye stimulus is rotated about a point vertically offset from the receptivefield center. Under these conditions, the rotation produces a horizontal positional disparity in addition to the orientation disparity. The effect of this horizontal disparity on the model response to orientation differences can be seen in Fig. 12A . There is an inseparable response when the stimulus is positioned one standard deviation away from the receptive-field center, and the stimulus disparity is equal to the preferred disparity of the model (0 deg in this case). When the stimulus is at the null disparity of the model (B), the response is still inseparable, but the model is inhibited when the two receptive fields receive the same orientation. Thus, even demonstrating left-right inseparable responses to orientation disparities does not necessarily establish that a neuron is truly selective for orientation disparities. It is necessary to show that the interaction is independent of the location of the center of rotation in order to exclude the possibility that the responses merely reflect selectivity for positional disparity.
A model invariant to positional disparities
The preceding sections demonstrate that even if a model cell is constructed such that it is selective for orientation disparities, it does not necessarily signal slant in RDSs. Disparity selectivity seems to be required in order to achieve slant selectivity. The response of such model cells therefore depends upon both disparity and disparity gradient. Consequently, even these responses do not unambiguously signal slant. However, it is possible to construct a model cell selective for slant and invariant to positional disparities, simply by summing together cells similar to the one shown in Fig. 7B . If all the subunits share the same orientation difference, but have different preferred disparities (i.e. vertically displaced in Fig. 10 . The response of the modified energy model to gratings of different orientations in the two eyes. In A, the maximum response occurs when both eyes receive the same orientation, and in B the maximum response occurs when there is an interocular orientation difference of 30 deg. Fig. 11 . A horizontal disparity can be produced when the stimulus to a model receptive field is rotated about a point offset from the receptive-field center. The schematic diagram shows vertical receptive fields, and a constant left stimulus orientation. In A, the right stimulus is rotated about the receptive-field center to cause an orientation difference. In B, when this rotation occurs about the bottom edge of the receptive field, a horizontal disparity is produced in addition to the orientation difference. In a disparitysensitive energy model, this misplacement of the stimulus can affect the tuning toorientation differences. Fig. 7 ) then changes in disparity produce effects that cancel when the subunits are summed.
If responses exactly like those shown in Fig. 7B are added, cancellation of excitatory peaks and suppressive troughs lead to a flat surface, with no selectivity for disparity or slant. To achieve invariance to disparity while maintaining sensitivity to disparity gradient, a modification is required. If the inhibitory flanks are removed by applying a threshold, then several subunits with different positional disparity preference, but the same orientation disparity preference, can be summed to preserve the disparity gradient tuning whilst removing positional disparity tuning (Fig. 13 ).* However, since the new model is still constructed by summing disparity-sensitive energy models, the bandwidth for disparity gradient does not improve. Therefore position disparityselective neurons still provide stronger modulation in response to changes in surface slant than these orientation disparity-selective neurons. Since this model is based on an intermediate stage that is sensitive to positional disparity, the same initial processing could be used to detect slant directly from those positional disparities, and this would yield more reliable signals. Furthermore, such signals could readily be constructed in extrastriate cortex even if all V1 neurons behaved in accordance with the energy model.
The relationship between orientation differences and slant
In considering the relationship between orientation differences and slant, a constant orientation difference has been considered to represent a particular slant. For nonzero slants, this is only an approximation. When a frontoparallel plane is being viewed, any line elements lying on the plane would project to lines of the same orientation on the two retinae. On the plots presented here, the maximum response in this case would lie exactly along a diagonal corresponding to both eyes receiving the same orientation. However, when the plane is not frontoparallel, the orientation difference between the left and right retinae depends upon the orientation of the line elements on the plane (Cagenello & Rogers, 1993) . Nonetheless, since the orientation disparities are usually small, the structure of the response on the plots presented here will still lie close to a diagonal line, but not necessarily at exactly 45 deg. A hypothetical response function for a neuron tuned, not for a specific orientation disparity but for a slant of 60 deg from frontoparallel, viewed from 25 cm is shown in Fig. 14A . The plot represents a model consistently tuned for an orientation difference of 12 deg, and the superimposed circles represent the orientation differences that would cause maximum activity in the model tuned to the surface slant. Even for these unusually large orientation disparities, the difference between the two models is small over the range of any one neuron's orientation bandwidths. Note that the model tuned to slant rather than orientation differences can be easily constructed in the same way as the model in Fig. 9 , by using slightly different preferred orientation differences in the subunits. The plot in B shows the same result, but this time for 60 deg slant viewed from 1.0 m. These orientation disparities are much more common in everyday viewing. Note that our quantitative comparisons of slant detection were all performed around zero slant, so this geometrical complication does not affect those results.
*This result will hold provided that the evoked response to the stimulus is large relative to the spontaneous firing rate of the neuron. Given that spontaneous rates are very low in most V1 neurons, this is likely to be the case. Certainly, there is a population of neurons with sufficiently low spontaneous rates that this kind of summation is plausible. Fig. 12 . When the rotation of the stimulus to the energy model receptive field occurs about a point away from the center of the receptive field as in Fig. 11 , an inseparable response to interocular orientation differences is produced. When the stimulus disparity is matched to the preferred disparity of the model, the maximum response occurs when there at 0-deg orientation disparity, as in A. However, when the stimulus disparity is changed to the null disparity of the model, maximum inhibition occurs at 0-deg orientation disparity. 
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Discussion
The model of disparity-selective complex cells proposed by Ohzawa et al. (1990) was expanded to investigate the effects of changing stimulus orientation independently in the two eyes. Perhaps not surprisingly, we found that the energy model, with no specific mechanism for detecting orientation disparities, could not signal orientation differences independently of the monocular orientations. The binocular response essentially reflected the monocular orientation tuning, in that the responses were left-right separable.
A very similar, left-right separable, response was observed in a modified model with no disparity selectivity. Physiological studies of single neurons (Blakemore et al., 1972; Nelson et al., 1977) have not specifically tested for the presence of responses that are left-right inseparable, and as such these data can all be explained by the disparity-sensitive energy model. This is illustrated particularly well in Fig. 5B where the maximum response occurs when the two eyes are receiving different orientations, which is exactly the property noted in physiological studies. These responses of single neurons to orientation disparities are all compatible with the disparity-insensitive model of Fig. 5D . Thus, the experimental data can be explained by a model that has no information at all about the relationship between left and right images. Clearly, these data tell us little about the role of such neurons in the binocular detection of slant. The simulations presented here illustrate the importance of measuring selectivity for orientation differences while altering the stimulus orientation in both eyes, rather than just one eye. We have recently applied this technique to recordings from monkey striate cortex (Bridge & Cumming, 2001) , and found that the responses were all compatible with the implementation of the enegy model described here.
The disparity-sensitive model does exhibit selectivity for slant in RDS stimuli, although the slant bandwidth is very broad when a model of average orientation bandwidth is used. Narrower orientation bandwidths in monocular subunits produce sharper tuning for slant. Even when using orientation bandwidths comparable to the most finely orientation tuned neurons in macaque striate cortex (Parker & Hawken, 1988; Vogels & Orban, 1991) , selectivity for surface slant was coarse compared to the naturally occurring range of orientation disparities.
More importantly, the model that is selective for surface slant is also selective for positional disparity, so that the response of such cells does not uniquely encode surface slant. Indeed the responses to changes in slant depend upon the mechanism that detects disparity.
We also considered the question of whether RF orientation differences provide an efficient way to encode surface slant, within the framework of the energy model. Regardless of orientation bandwidth, the spatial gradient of activity in disparity-sensitive energy models provides a more reliable means of encoding surface slant than the responses of units with RF orientation differences. Combined with our recent V1 data (Bridge & Cumming, 2001) , this suggests that if extrastriate cortical areas use the outputs of V1 to reconstruct surface slant, then they must exploit spatial gradients of disparity, not orientation differences.
In summary, the binocular energy model can provide a good account of the published data on responses of single neurons to orientation disparities. Our simulations with the energy model suggest that those RF orientation differences do not form a useful means of encoding surface slant. We therefore attempted several modifications of the model to improve the signaling of slant.
Modified models
The two models described thus far both have left-right separable responses and therefore cannot be described as being selective for orientation disparities. We explored several modifications, all of which could be derived from an initial stage similar to the energy model. Therefore each of these responses could in principle be constructed in extrastriate cortex, even if neurons in V1 behaved exactly like the energy model. Summing over several disparitysensitive energy models with the same interocular orientation difference, but different absolute orientation, produced a response to orientation disparities that is left-right inseparable. Note that this operation could be performed in extrastriate cortex, by pooling responses from appropriate V1 neurons. However, this model displayed no greater sensitivity to slant than the simple energy model. Thus, adding explicit selectivity for orientation disparities did not improve the signaling of surface slant. Conversely, a model constructed from components unselective for disparity displayed a left-right inseparable response to orientation disparities, yet was unable to signal changes in slant.
These examples show that left-right separability is neither necessary nor sufficient for slant selectivity. This conclusion is surprising at first sight, given the attention which has been devoted to orientation disparities in the psychophysical literature (Mitchison & McKee, 1990; Cagenello & Rogers, 1993; Howard & Rogers, 1995) . However, most of these studies have used stimuli constructed with simple line elements, rather than with orientation The relationship between the maximum response of a model selective for a given orientation difference and a model selective for a given slant. In A and B, the surface plots show the response of a model selective for a consistent orientation difference. The black circles superimposed on the plots represent the data points that would cause the maximum response in a model tuned to a surface slanted at 60 deg from frontoparallel. In A, the viewing distance is 25 cm, and the orientation differences are large relative to those in the visual world. At a viewing distance of 1 m, in B, the orientation differences are much smaller, and it is very difficult to distinguish between the two models. broadband textures. Since human slant detection is not dependent upon the orientation bandwidth of the stimulus (Heeley et al., 2002) , it is important to consider how orientation disparities might be exploited in such stimuli. To date, there has been no specific theoretical proposal concerning how orientation disparities might be detected in orientation broadband textures. By implementing a model, we were able to examine responses to both narrowband and broadband stimuli. For this model, the responses to narrowband stimuli are of limited value for predicting sensitivity to slant in broadband stimuli. This reveals a need for some more explicit proposals concerning how orientation disparities might be exploited in broadband stimuli before it is possible to evaluate their significance for depth perception.
Conversely, calculation of the spatial gradient of positional disparities can be applied equally well to both broadband and narrowband stimuli. Furthermore, across the range of models considered here, sensitivity to position disparities appears to be both necessary and sufficient. Models based on the processing of position disparities have responses that depend on both surface orientation and the absolute disparity of the surface, so it would be necessary to examine the response of several such detectors to distinguish the effects of position in depth and surface orientation.
We therefore constructed a fourth model that is tuned for slant but not positional disparity. This model is constructed from five disparity-sensitive energy units of the same preferred orientation, orientation difference, and visual-field location but sensitive to different positional disparities. Since the model is the result of linearly summing these five units, its slant bandwidth is no narrower than that of an individual units. Thus, this model still produces less modulation of activity as a function of slant than a model that compares signals from spatially adjacent disparityselective units, as described earlier. These findings suggest that if V1 neurons really behave like the energy model in these respects as our recent data indicate (Bridge & Cumming 2001) , then the most effective way for extrastriate cortex to exploit the signals from V1 is to calculate the spatial gradient of disparity.
Mechanisms of slant detection
Our modeling results suggest that the slant of surfaces is not coded unambiguously using orientation differences early in the visual system. However, this is not to say that there is no mechanism for signaling slant anywhere in the visual system. One of the models presented in this paper exhibited selectivity for slant, but not for positional disparity. Several studies have investigated sensitivity to slanted surfaces higher in the visual pathways both in the dorsal (Shikata, 1996; Sakata et al., 1997 Sakata et al., , 1999 and ventral (Janssen et al., 1999) streams. All these studies claim to have found neurons which are sensitive to surfaces of a given slant. When considering the possibility that orientation disparities are coded by these neurons, Sakata et al. (1999) suggest that "the major processing site of these disparities is not at the level of the striate and prestriate cortex, but at the level of the association cortex". What roles striate and prestriate cortex do play in generating these responses remains to be determined. None of the studies in extrastriate cortex has distinguished between positional disparity and orientation disparity as the underlying mechanisms for slant selectivity.
The modeling work presented here, combined with our recent data from macaque V1 (Bridge & Cumming, 2001) , suggests that the underlying mechanism of slant detection is unlikely to be orientation disparities. If extrastriate neurons that signal slant derive their responses from binocular V1 neurons, then they must use gradients of disparity to detect slant. If new experiments were to demonstrate that an extrastriate area detected slant using orientation disparities, this would imply that these were constructed from monocular inputs, not from binocular V1 neurons. Thus, clarifying the role played by V1 neurons in detecting orientation disparities has profound implications for how slant may be processed in the rest of the visual system.
